The Welcoming Library is a pop-up community conversation on

immigration. That conversation is driven by a collection of acclaimed picture
books featuring New Arrival and New Canadian families. Readers of all ages
“meet” these families on the page and explore the commonalities of all families
with embedded discussion questions and companion programming / education
materials. The collection — with its pop-up display unit — packs into a crate and
travels between schools, libraries, and community centers in Langley, building an
environment of Welcoming and Belonging.
The Welcoming Library is a community collaboration between the Langley
Literacy Network and Langley Children Committee alongside the founders of the
program, I'm Your Neighbor Books. The Canadian development of this concept
was funded by: City of Langley, Township of Langley and the Province of British
Columbia, Raise a Reader campaign.

Each Welcoming Library Includes:
• 30 Acclaimed Picture Books featuring the experiences of modern-day non-European
immigrants, refugees, and 1st- through 3rd-generation families.
• Discussion Questions afﬁxed to the back end papers to allow any reader to have an
in-depth, informed conversation about commonalities, differences, welcoming, and
belonging, regardless of the reader’s experience and comfort with such conversations.
• Book Processing that highlights the mission of the collection, including a cover
sticker “I’m Your Neighbour” in 10 languages, a spine label, and a bookplate with the
mission statement.
• Pop-up Display Unit with Banner which adapts to any space to both highlight the
books and draw attention to the mission. The handmade wooden display disassembles
for packing and shipping between locations.
• Crates to move and ship books, the display, and all support materials between your
locations.

To order one of Langley's community Welcoming Library kits:
1. Contact: info@LangleyLiteracyNetwork.com or info@LangleyChildren.com
2. For Langley School District Staff, book through the District Learning
Commons online

I’m Your Neighbor Books is a project that highlights the lives of New Arrivals and New
Americans through the sharing of children’s literature. By reading and engaging with children’s
books, readers of all ages and backgrounds can experience immigration and cultural celebration.
Fiction, from picture books to novels, allows readers to see themselves and others in a way that
changes the culture of Belonging and Welcoming. I’m Your Neighbor Books |
info@imyourneighborbooks.org | 207-613-1619

